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Abstract: This paper presents a novel approach to stance detection for unseen topics that takes advantage of external
knowledge about the topics. We build a new stance detection dataset consisting of 6,701 tweets on seven topics with
associated Wikipedia articles. An analysis of this dataset confirms the necessity of external knowledge for this task.
This paper also presents a method of extracting related concepts and events from Wikipedia articles. To incorporate
this extracted knowledge into stance detection, we propose a novel neural network model that can attend to such related
concepts and events when encoding the given text using bi-directional long short-term memories. Our experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed method, using knowledge extracted from Wikipedia, can improve stance detection
performance.
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1. Introduction

Stance detection involves inferring whether the attitude of a
text’s author toward a given topic is positive (for, pro), negative
(against, con), or neutral [1]. This task is central to a various ap-
plications, such as analyzing on-line debates [2], [3], [4], identify-
ing opinion groups [5], [6], [7], predicting election results [8], [9],
and detecting fake news [10].

Stance detection for unseen topics is important in real-world
applications. More precisely, a system must predict the stance
toward a given topic without a training data for the target topic.
The performance of the stance detection on the ‘unseen’ setting
is much lower than that on the ‘seen’ setting, where the training
data for the target topic is available [11], [12], [13].

One of the main reasons for this decreased performance is that
it often requires external knowledge about the topics involved, as
well as about related concepts and events [14], [15], [16]. For
example, consider the sentence “We should adopt free trade,” on
the topic of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP). It is
nontrivial for computers to recognize the author’s stance because
the text does not contain the topic word TPP. Despite this, hu-
mans can easily identify the text’s stance as positive if they are
aware of the association between the TPP and free trade, namely
that the TPP promotes free trade. As seen in Section 2, we fre-
quently encounter cases such as these, where texts do not include
topic words directly but instead use related terms.

Finding ways to deal with this issue by incorporating external
knowledge into stance detection has proved to be challenging.
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Sasaki et al. [14] presented an approach to annotating text spans
associated with a given topic, while Boltuzic et al. [15] proposed
representing texts using microstructures that express the relation
between domain-specific concepts. However, both these studies
required the texts to be manually annotated to achieve any im-
provement in stance detection. Bar-Haim et al. [16] presented a
stance classification method that takes advantage of knowledge
about consistent (e.g., similar) and contrastive (e.g., antonym)
noun phrase pairs. Even though this approach is promising, they
were unable to demonstrate improved performance in stance clas-
sification experiments using a standard evaluation metric. We
therefore investigate a task where no training data are available
for the target topic, but there are data for other topics, as well as
external knowledge about the target topic.

In this paper, we break the stance detection task into the fol-
lowing two sub-tasks, as shown in Fig. 1.
( 1 ) Reading a Wikipedia article about a given topic to learn con-

cepts and events associated with it (knowledge acquisition).
( 2 ) Predicting the stance of a given text toward the topic by

incorporating the learned concepts and events as external
knowledge.

The contributions of this study are fourfold.
( 1 ) We build a new stance detection dataset *1 where the topics

are associated with Wikipedia articles. This dataset consists
of 6,701 tweets on seven topics, and we show that more than
a third of the tweets require topic knowledge for stance de-
tection (Section 2).

( 2 ) We construct a corpus of annotated Wikipedia articles *1 to
help extract associated concepts and events (Section 3).

( 3 ) We propose a novel model that can attend to related concepts
and events when encoding a given text using bi-directional

*1 www.cl.ecei.tohoku.ac.jp/index.php?Open Resources
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Fig. 1 Stance detection using knowledge acquired from Wikipedia articles.

long short-term memories (LSTMs) (Section 4).
( 4 ) Our experimental results demonstrate that the extracted

knowledge improves the F-score for stance classification by
about 0.03 (Section 5).

Although the dataset and corpus were built using Japanese texts,
the presented method is general and can be applied to other lan-
guages. In addition, we use English translations throughout to
present readable examples.

2. Building a Stance Detection Dataset

2.1 Goal: Surveying Public Opinion Using Twitter Data
Our ultimate practical goal is to enhance data journalism [17]

and automated journalism [18], which aim to generate stories
from data. In particular, we are interested in social listening,
namely surveying public opinion using social network service
(SNS) data, related to controversial issues in society. We, there-
fore, focus on topics that are actively discussed on Twitter and
have related Wikipedia articles. In this section, we build a new
stance detection dataset based around controversial topics with
Wikipedia links. This dataset will be useful for assessing the ef-
fect of using Wikipedia articles as a knowledge source for stance
detection.

2.2 Selecting Topics and Gathering Tweets
We gathered a collection of 26 billion tweets, crawled between

April 2015 and June 2017. Then, we computed the TF–IDF
scores of each hashtag for weekly intervals, where the term fre-
quency (TF) is the number of times the hashtag occurred dur-
ing that week and the document frequency (DF) is the number
of weeks when the hash tag appeared. Using this procedure, we
obtained a list of trending topics for each week during the period.

From this hashtag list, we selected a set of widely dis-
cussed topics that had corresponding Wikipedia articles: “Trans-
Pacific Partnership” (TPP), “Premium Friday” (PreFri) *2’, “Anti-
Conspiracy Bill” (AntiCons), “nuclear power plant” (NPP)’, “Os-
aka Metropolis plan” (OsakaMetro), “2015 Japanese military
legislation” (JapanMil), and “right of collective self-defense”

*2 A campaign to finish work at 15:00 on the last Friday of the month and
promote consumer spending.

Table 1 Stance label distributions in the stance detection dataset.

Topic For Against Neutral
TPP 53 802 230
PreFri 153 744 218
AntiCons 86 592 308
NPP 47 783 202
OsakaMetro 239 259 380
JapanMil 168 352 262
SelfDef 160 468 195
Total 906 4,000 1,795

(SelfDef). For each topic, we randomly sampled 2,000 tweets
from those containing the corresponding hashtag, thus obtaining
14,000 tweets covering seven topics. Finally, we removed the
hashtags from the tweets when using them for stance detection.

2.3 Labeling Tweet Stances
To build a stance detection dataset from the tweets, we asked

crowd workers to label each tweet as being either for, against,
or neutral toward the corresponding topic. After obtaining five
annotations for each tweet, we filtered out the tweets that were
not assigned the same stance label by no more than three crowd
workers. Table 1 shows the number of tweets labeled with each
of the three stances for each topic in the dataset.

2.4 Impact of Topic-related Knowledge on Stance Detection
In this paper, we address the following key questions: what

is the impact of topic-related knowledge on stance detection for
our dataset? To estimate this, we randomly sampled 491 tweets
(10%) from the dataset that had been assigned for or against la-
bels, and manually associated particular phrases in them with the
topics involved. Here, we focus on promote and suppress rela-
tions [19], [20], [21] between the topics and concepts/events in
the tweets *3. Formally, A promotes B means that B is activated
whenever A is activated, while A suppresses B means that B is
deactivated whenever A is activated.

*3 Promote and suppress relations roughly correspond to consistent and
contrastive targets in Bar-Haim et al. [16]. Boltuzic et al. [15] used eight
fine-grained relation types, including promote and suppress relations, in
their analyses of claim microstructures. However, when predicting the
stance of a claim, these eight relation types can all be reduced to pro-
mote and suppress relations; for example, equal(A, B) is can be treated
as promote(A, B).
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Table 2 Knowledge needed to detect the stance, focusing on promote and suppress relations.

Knowledge needed % Example statement
None (topic words appear in the tweet) 56.3 Nuclear power plants are absolutely necessary.
Promote/suppress (in Wikipedia) 26.3 We should increase the rate of customs duties. (topic: TPP)
Promote/suppress (not in Wikipedia) 13.9 I’m concerned about genetically modified food coming. (topic: TPP)
Other relationships 2.5 Do not revive the Public Security Preservation Law of 1925! (topic: JapanMil)

Table 3 Numbers of sentences in each Wikipedia article and annotated spans of different relations.

TPP PreFri AntiCons NPP OsakaMetro JapanMil SelfDef
No. of sentences 333 6 179 257 169 121 39
Pro 257 17 122 190 165 120 42
Sup 67 2 163 74 115 46 25
ProBy 131 7 77 108 64 45 21
SupBy 145 3 86 96 51 30 6

Table 2 shows the analysis results. The first row indicates
that 56.3% of the tweets included the topic phrase (e.g., “nuclear
power plant”) in the text. This may be sufficient to perform sen-
timent analysis with respect to the topic phrase, for example, in-
ferring a for stance for the example statement because it consists
of a positive sentiment pattern (“X is absolutely necessary”) with
the variable X filled in by the topic (X = “nuclear power plant”).

However, the table also shows that 40.2% (= 26.3% + 13.9%)
of the tweets required knowledge about promote and suppress re-
lations between the topics and the terms used. For example, the
missing links between the TPP topic and the example tweets are
that TPP suppresses customs duties and TPP promotes geneti-

cally modified foods. On further examination, we could often
find promote and suppress relations mentioned in the Wikipedia
articles, which were helpful in detecting the stances of 26.3% of
the tweets. Thus, extracting promote and suppress relations from
Wikipedia articles is a promising approach to enhancing stance
detection performance.

3. Acquiring Promote and Suppress Relations
from Wikipedia

Based on the analysis in the previous section, we assumed
that understanding promote and suppress relations is essential for
stance detection. We therefore attempted to obtain them by read-

ing Wikipedia articles related to the topics. Following Hanawa et
al. [21], we treated this as a sequential labeling task, namely rec-
ognizing text spans in each Wikipedia article that have promote
or suppress relations with the article’s title. In other words, we
identified the relation of a given span to the article’s title using
the following four directed relation labels.
• Pro: “[title] promotes B”
• Sup: “[title] suppresses B”
• ProBy: “A promotes [title]”
• SupBy: “A suppresses [title]”

Here, A and B are text span placeholders, and [title] is the article’s
title.

3.1 Manually Annotating Relations in Wikipedia Articles
Although Hanawa et al. [21] has released annotated data giving

the promote and suppress relations for the summary sentences of
1,494 Wikipedia articles, we collected additional annotations for
the Wikipedia articles corresponding to the seven topics consid-
ered here. Specifically, we annotated the articles’ promote and

suppress relations via crowdsourcing, adding the labels Pro, Sup,
ProBy, and SupBy to text spans in the articles. We used the Ya-
hoo! crowdsourcing service *4 to obtain 10 annotations per arti-
cle, adopting particular annotations only if at least two out of the
10 workers assigned the same relation to the same span. Table 3
shows the number of sentences in each article and the annotated
spans for each relation.

3.2 Automatically Extracting Relations from Wikipedia Ar-
ticles

We then used the dataset of Wikipedia articles annotated with
Pro, Sup, ProBy, and SupBy labels obtained above as supervised
training data in order to extract relation instances automatically
from Wikipedia articles. We formalized this task as a sequential
labeling problem using IOB2 notation, namely the task of predict-
ing the sequence of labels (e.g., B-Pro, I-Pro, B-Sup, or I-Sup) for
a sequence of words in a given article.

We modeled the sequential labeling problem using a bidirec-
tional LSTM with a conditional random field (LSTM-CRF) [22].
The dimensions of the word embeddings and hidden layers were
set to 300, and we initialized the word embeddings to ones that
had previously been trained using Japanese Wikipedia articles *5.
We trained the model using a combination of the data released by
Hanawa et al. [21] and the dataset built in Section 3.1.

The predicted IOB2 labels were only adopted when their prob-
ability exceeded a threshold α. In this way, we built a knowledge
base (KB) D of tuples consisting of a Wikipedia article title t, a
relation r, and a mention m in the Wikipedia article:

(t, r,m) ∈ D. (1)

The KB D included the relation extraction results for all
Wikipedia articles.

4. Stance Detection Models

In this section, we propose three stance detection models, two
of which take advantage of the promote and suppress relations
acquired in Section 3. Given a topic z and an N-word text
s = w1, w2, · · · , wN , each model computes the probability dis-
tribution over the three stance labels y ∈ R3, corresponding to the
probabilities that the text s should be classified as for, against,
and neutral toward the topic, respectively.

*4 http://crowdsourcing.yahoo.co.jp/
*5 https://github.com/overlast/word-vector-web-api
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Fig. 2 Incorporating promote and suppress relations into stance detection with exact matching.

4.1 Baseline Model (without external KB)
Our baseline model computes a vector h for the given text s

using two-layer bidirectional LSTMs (which can achieve high
performance, comparable with those of more complex models,
in some tasks) and max pooling. It obtains a word embedding
xt ∈ Rdw and ELMo vector ELMot ∈ Rde [23] for each word
wt, where dw and de denote the dimensionalities of the word em-
beddings and ELMo, respectively. Then, it concatenates these to
arrive at a vector x′t for each wt:

x′t = xt ⊕ ELMot. (2)

Here, ⊕ represents vector concatenation. The LSTMs are used to
compute the vectors

−→
h 1, · · · ,−→h N and

←−
h 1, · · · ,←−h N , based on the

word vectors x′1, · · · , x′N in the forward and backward directions,
as follows:

−→
h t,
−→c t =

−−−−−→
LSTM(x′t ,

−→
h t−1,

−→c t−1), (3)
←−
h t,
←−c t =

←−−−−−
LSTM(x′t ,

←−
h t+1,

←−c t+1). (4)

Here,
−→
h t,
−→c t ∈ Rdh (t = 1, · · · ,N) are the hidden states and

memory cells of the forward LSTMs (
−−−−−→
LSTM), respectively, and←−

h t,
←−c t ∈ Rdh (t = 1, · · · ,N) are those of the backward LSTMs

(
←−−−−−
LSTM). In addition, dh is the dimensionality of the vectors−→
h t,
−→c t,
←−
h t, and←−c t.

After exploring several methods of constructing text vectors
from

−→
h t and

←−
h t, e.g., [

−→
h N ;
←−
h 1], we decided to apply max pool-

ing, as this yielded the highest performance on the validation set.
Specifically, the text vector h ∈ R2dh is computed by max pooling
over [

−→
h t;
←−
h t] (t = 1, · · · ,N).

Finally, the model computes the probability distribution over
the three stance labels from the text vector h as follows:

y = softmax(W · h + b). (5)

Here, W ∈ R3×2dh and b ∈ R3 denote the weight matrix and bias
vector, respectively.

4.2 Exact Matching (with KB)
A simple way to incorporate additional knowledge into the

baseline model is to automatically annotate the spans of a given
text s for which there is a relation with the topic z in the KB D
(Fig. 2). More concretely, this model finds the (longest) exactly
matching text spans that are included in D for the topic z. First,
it obtains the set of tuples from D where the title t matches the
topic z:

Dz = {(m, r) | (t, r,m) ∈ D ∧ t = z}. (6)

Next, it defines the variable pt to represent the relation by which
the word wt matches a record in Dz. This can take values of either
Pro, Sup, ProBy, SupBy, or None, where the latter is a special
relation indicating that the word wt cannot be associated with any
record in Dz.

As an example, let us consider predicting a stance for the sen-
tence “We should adopt free trade,” with respect to the TPP topic,
i.e., z = TPP and s = (“we”, “should”, “adopt”, “free”, “trade”).
In addition, suppose the database Dz consists of just {(“free
trade”, Pro)}. Then, the values of p1, p2, and p3 would be None
and those of p4 and p5 would be Pro. Next, the model would
embed the relation of the word wt to the topic z by concatenating
the word vector x′t and the relation embedding:

x′′t = x′t ⊕ emb(pt). (7)

Here, emb(p) : p 	−→ Rdr is a function that looks up the embed-
ding vector for a given relation p, and dr is the dimensionality of
the relation embeddings. This model incorporates these relation
embeddings into the baseline model by using x′′t instead of x′t in
Eqs. (3) and (4).

4.3 Attention-based Matching (with KB)
One issue with the above exact matching approach is that we

cannot guarantee that a given text will use the exact phrases in-
cluded in the KB D. Thus, we now propose a neural network
model that carries out more flexible matching against the KB, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. This method essentially computes, for each
word wt in the input text, an attention score for the i-th record in
the KB by comparing the hidden vectors of the word wt and the
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Fig. 3 Incorporating promote and suppress relations into stance detection via attention-based matching.

mention mi, as encoded by LSTMs sharing the same parameters.
First, we obtain the database Dz for the given topic z using

Eq. (6). Let mi and ri denote the mention and relation associated
with the i-th record (mi, ri) in Dz (i ∈ {1, . . . , |Dz|}). The records
in Dz are stored as key–value pairs, where the keys are the men-
tions (m) and the values are the relations (r). We use single-layer
bidirectional LSTMs to encode the keys (mentions) as sequences
of words, for example, encoding the phrase “free trade” for the
record (“free trade”,Pro). In addition, let −→v i ∈ Rdh and←−v i ∈ Rdh

be vectors representing the mention mi in Dz encoded in the for-
ward and backward directions, respectively.

We also construct the vectors
−→
h t and

←−
h t for the word wt in the

input text by using LSTMs sharing the same parameters as were
used to encode −→v i and ←−v i. Then, we compute attention scores
−→a t,0,

−→a t,1, · · · ,−→a t,|Dz |, where −→a t,0 is the score when the word wt is
not matched with any record in Dz and −→a t,i (i ∈ {1, . . . , |Dz|}) are
the scores when the word wt is matched with the i-th record of
Dz. Specifically, the score −→a t,i is computed between the forward

hidden states of
−→
h t and −→v i, as follows:

−→a t,i =
exp(sim(

−→
h t,
−→v i))

∑|Dz |
i′=0 exp(sim(

−→
h t,
−→v i′ ))

. (8)

Here, the function sim essentially computes the dot product of the
two vectors:

sim(
−→
h t,
−→v i) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

−→
h t · −→v i (if 0 < i)

κ (if i = 0)
. (9)

Note, however, that this yields the constant value κ (a hyper-
parameter) when i = 0, corresponding to the case where wt cannot
be matched with any record in Dz.

Let ri represent the relation ri for the i-th record (mi, ri) ∈ Dz

when i ∈ {1, . . . , |Dz|} and None otherwise (i = 0). We also in-
troduce the function emb(r) : r 	−→ R

dr , which looks up the

embedding vector for a given relation r. With these, we compute
the relation embedding for the word wt as follows:

−→q t =

|Dz |∑

i=0

−→a t,i · emb(ri). (10)

We also compute a relation embedding←−q t for the backward direc-
tion similarly. Finally, we incorporate these embeddings into the
baseline model by feeding in [

−→
h t;
←−
h t;
−→q t;
←−q t] instead of [

−→
h t;
←−
h t]

at the boundary between the baseline model’s first and second
LSTM layers.

5. Experiments

5.1 Setting
We evaluated the contribution of the external knowledge (pro-

mote and suppress relations) via topic-wise seven-fold cross-
validation. Each run used data on five topics to train the models,
one topic’s data as the test set, and the remaining topic’s data as
the validation set. The relation extractor was also trained on the
cross-topic setting: it was trained on the data without seeing the
topic of the test data. The association between a topic z and its
corresponding Wikipedia article is identical to that used in Sec-
tion 3.1. The fact that the test set (target topic) and validation
set were excluded from the training data means that the relation
extraction model was required to make predictions about unseen
topics, making this a difficult task.

With regard to the parameters used, we set dw = dh = de = 300,
dr = 100, and κ = 10. In addition, we decided on a probability
threshold of α = 0.85 after conducting a search using the valida-
tion sets. As noted above, the word embeddings were initialized
to the results of training them on Japanese Wikipedia articles *5.
The parameters in the neural network models (i.e., those of the
LSTMs, fully connected layers, word and relation embeddings)
were optimized by Adam. Following Mohammad et al. [1], we
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Table 4 Stance detection performance (F1 score) of each model for each of the seven topics.

Model Knowledge Ensemble TPP PreFri AntiCons NPP OsakaMetro JapanMil SelfDef Overall
Majority baseline no 0.375 0.400 0.431 0.425 0.228 0.310 0.363 0.374

Baseline
no 0.490 0.258 0.489 0.430 0.332 0.533 0.470 0.466
yes 0.498 0.267 0.490 0.439 0.348 0.543 0.488 0.478

Exact match

topic
no 0.488 0.257 0.502 0.431 0.331 0.528 0.475 0.470
yes 0.499 0.260 0.502 0.448 0.352 0.549 0.494 0.475

automatic
no 0.484 0.255 0.488 0.447 0.359 0.544 0.477 0.475
yes 0.489 0.258 0.514 0.448 0.360 0.561 0.482 0.486

gold
no 0.501 0.264 0.525 0.444 0.368 0.548 0.477 0.483
yes 0.516 0.262 0.529 0.452 0.369 0.566 0.489 0.490

Attention match

topic
no 0.491 0.250 0.488 0.425 0.347 0.539 0.475 0.468
yes 0.489 0.251 0.495 0.436 0.352 0.546 0.479 0.476

automatic
no 0.491 0.252 0.508 0.430 0.352 0.564 0.481 0.473
yes 0.509 0.263 0.527 0.442 0.360 0.570 0.499 0.491

gold
no 0.500 0.249 0.515 0.448 0.361 0.566 0.486 0.490
yes 0.523 0.258 0.539 0.465 0.362 0.582 0.500 0.507

Fig. 4 Examples of instances with sums of attention scores at each word visualized.

used the macro-average F1 score Favg as an evaluation metric,
calculated as Favg = (F f or + Fagainst)/2, where F f or and Fagainst

are the F1 scores for the for and against stance predictions.
We also explored an ensemble approach that involved training

10 models, each initialized randomly, and then considering their
majority vote. If this resulted in a tie, we broke the tie in favor of
the most common label in the training data (resulting in a priority
order of against, neutral, then for).

5.2 Results
Table 4 shows the different models’ stance classification per-

formance. The overall F1 scores are micro-averages of the Favg

scores for each topic. The discussion below focuses on the en-
semble approach, as this always produced better results than us-
ing a single model.

The baseline method obtained an overall F1 score of 0.478.
Using a naı̈ve topic-knowledge-only method that associates oc-
currences of the topic name in the text with Pro and ProBy rela-
tions did not improve performance, yielding scores of 0.475 (ex-
act matching) and 0.476 (attention-based matching). Here, we
should again emphasize that we measured the models’ perfor-
mance via cross-topic validation, meaning that, during the test
phase, they had to predict stances for a topic on which they had
not been trained. This is the main reason why these performance
results are so low and there is no strong baseline: most of the
existing methods were not designed for this cross-topic setting.

We then explored two other ways of incorporating knowledge
into stance detection, which are listed as the automatic and gold

knowledge results in Table 4. The automatic approach used the
relations extracted by the method proposed in Section 3.2, gain-
ing topic knowledge from Wikipedia articles. In other words,
this setting corresponds to the process where a computer reads a
Wikipedia article to learn knowledge about the topic and predicts
stances with the knowledge. The gold method instead used the
gold standard relations created by crowdsourcing annotations to
the Wikipedia articles, and thus, represents an upper bound on the
performance of our approach.

As we can see from Table 4, using the promote and suppress
relations improved performance, with the best results obtained
by applying attention-based matching with the gold-standard re-
lations (0.507). Using the automatically extracted relation infor-
mation reduced performance (to 0.491), but still yielded better
results than that obtained without including this knowledge. In
consequence, we believe that manually curating the promote and
suppress relations can be a reasonable strategy for realizing intel-
ligent systems, but these results also demonstrate that even less
accurate topic knowledge can improve the stance classification
performance.

Table 4 also shows the superiority of attention-based match-
ing over exact matching, especially when using the automati-
cally derived and gold standard promote and suppress relations.
Visualization of the attention scores (Fig. 4) demonstrates that
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Table 5 Character-level precision (p) and recall (r) values for the automatically acquired promote and
suppress relations.

TPP PreFri AntiCons NPP OsakaMetro JapanMil SelfDef
p r p r p r p r p r p r p r

Pro 0.41 0.12 0.48 0.37 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.38 0.15 0.48 0.18 0.43 0.10
Sup 0.67 0.09 1.00 1.00 0.58 0.06 0.34 0.18 1.00 0.09 1.00 0.15 0.59 0.29
ProBy 0.18 0.17 0.38 0.29 0.14 0.18 0.23 0.10 0.19 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.50 0.06
SupBy 0.32 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.29 0.15 0.19 0.05 0.25 0.18 0.30 0.08 0.85 0.10

attention-based matching could find topic-related concepts/events
even when the phrases in the text were not identical to those in the
relations obtained from Wikipedia.

Table 5 shows the performance of the automatic promote and
suppress relation extraction process in terms of the character-level
precision (p) and recall (r) of the recognition results with respect
to the manually annotated data. Because we chose a relatively
high threshold for extracting relation instances (α = 0.85) after
considering the validation sets, the model had a tendency to pro-
duce a limited number of highly confident relations, resulting in
relatively high precision but low recall.

6. Related work

Many researchers have recently addressed stance detection [1],
[2], but stance detection across different topics (cross-topic stance
detection) remains a challenge: although these methods can
achieve fairly high performance for known topics, their perfor-
mance drops substantially for unseen topics (absent from the
training data) [11], [12], [13].

The previous studies on cross-topic stance detection can be di-
vided into two groups. Methods in the first group create pseudo-
training data for unseen topics by using certain clues, e.g., hash-
tags [24] or user profiles [25], taken from an SNS service. How-
ever, these approaches suffer from two disadvantages: they re-
quire large amounts of unlabeled data, which may not be available
for infrequently discussed topics, and they rely on the existence
of clues specific to the topic and SNS service, making them dif-
ficult to generalize to arbitrary topics and SNS services. On the
other hand, our method needs only a description about the topic
as additional resources. Therefore, we can apply our method even
if a large amount of tweets or useful hash tags are unavailable for
the target topic.

The other group of methods explores the use of external knowl-
edge. Previous studies have considered various kinds of rela-
tional knowledge about topics, such as paraphrases [10], com-
parisons [26], and relation aspects [27], as well as entailment [28]
and cause–effect [14] relations. Boltuzic et al. [15] defined eight
types of relations (promote, suppress, allow, entail, contradict,
purpose, equal, and have) to analyze claims in terms of mi-
crostructures. While using such fine-grained relations is a rea-
sonable approach, it can be challenging to discriminate them.

To deal with this issue, we reduced these fine-grained relations
to just promote and suppress relations, considering only those be-
tween a topic and related concepts/events that affect stance po-
larity. Bar-Haim et al. [16] presented a similar approach, em-
ploying consistent and contrastive relations for stance detection.
However, they relied on linguistic patterns such as “A vs B” and
“A versus B” to extract contrastive relation instances from query

logs and Wikipedia titles/headers. This method is suitable for ex-
tracting competing concepts, e.g., TPP and NAFTA, but not for
causally related concepts, e.g., TPP and customs duties: we can-
not expect queries such as “TPP vs. customs duties.” In addition,
they only found an improvement in stance detection performance
when they evaluated a high-confidence subset of the test data; the
effect of using consistent and contrastive relations disappeared
when they evaluated the whole test dataset.

7. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel approach to stance detection that
utilizes external knowledge about the topics involved. To eval-
uate it, we built a stance detection dataset consisting of 6,701
tweets on seven topics. Our analysis of this dataset showed that
detecting the stances of 40.2% of the tweets required knowledge
of the topics’ promote and suppress relations, which we obtained
from Wikipedia articles. We also propose a neural network model
that attends to the relation instances based on an input sentence.
The experimental results demonstrate that including promote and
suppress relation instances can have a positive impact on stance
detection (yielding F1 score improvements of 0.013 and 0.029
when the knowledge is automatically extracted and manually an-
notated, respectively).

In the future, we plan to expand the range of external knowl-
edge sources to include newspaper articles and SNS data in order
to collect more relation instances for each topic. Another inter-
esting direction would be to explore an end-to-end architecture
covering both knowledge acquisition and stance detection, tasks
that are currently handled by two separate models.
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